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IS THE BRAIN A DIGITALCOMPUTER?
John R. Searle
University of California/Berkeley
PresidentialAddressdeliveredbeforethe Sixty-fourth
Annual PacificDivisionMeetingof the
Associationin Los Angeles,California,March30, 1990.
AmericanPhilosophical
I. Introduction, Strong AI, Weak AI and Cognitivism.
There are differentways to presenta PresidentialAddressto the APA; the one I have
chosen is simply to reporton work that I am doing right now, on work in progress. I am
going to present some of my further explorationsinto the computational model of the
mind. [1]
The basicidea of the computermodelof the mind is that the mind is the programand
the brain the hardwareof a computationalsystem. A slogan one often sees is "the mind
is to the brain as the programis to the hardware."[2]
Let us begin our investigationof this claim by distinguishingthree questions:
1. Is the braina digital computer?
2. Is the mind a computerprogram?
3. Can the operationsof the brainbe simulatedon a digital computer?
I will be addressing1 and not 2 or 3. I think 2 can be decisively answeredin the
negative. Since programsare definedpurelyformallyor syntacticallyand since mindshave
an intrinsic mental content, it follows immediately that the programby itself cannot
constitute the mind. The formalsyntax of the programdoes not by itself guarantee the
presenceof mental contents. I showed this a decade ago in the Chinese Room Argument
(Searle, 1980). A computer,me for example,could run the steps of the programfor some
mental capacity,such as understandingChinese,without understandinga wordof Chinese.
The argumentrests on the simple logical truth that syntax is not the same as, nor is it by
itself sufficient for, semantics. So the answerto the second question is obviously "No".
The answer to 3. seems to me equally obviously "Yes",at least on a natural
interpretation.That is, naturallyinterpreted,the questionmeans:Is there some description
of the brainsuch that under that descriptionyou could do a computationalsimulationof
the operationsof the brain. But since accordingto Church'sthesis, anything that can be
given a precise enough characterizationas a set of steps can be simulated on a digital
computer,it follows triviallythat the questionhas an affirmativeanswer. The operations
of the brain can be simulatedon a digital computerin the same sense in which weather
systems, the behaviorof the New Yorkstock marketor the pattern of airline flights over
Latin Americacan. So our question is not, "Isthe mind a program?"The answerto that
21
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is, "No". Nor is it, "Can the brain be simulated?" The answer to that is, "Yes". The
question is, "Is the brain a digital computer?" And for purposesof this discussion I am
taking that question as equivalent to: "Arebrain processescomputational?"
One might think that this question would lose much of its interest if question 2
receives a negative answer. That is, one might supposethat unless the mind is a program,
there is no interest to the questionwhetherthe brainis a computer. But that is not really
the case. Even for those who agree that programsby themselves are not constitutive of
mental phenomena,there is still an importantquestion:Grantedthat there is more to the
mind than the syntacticaloperationsof the digitalcomputer;nonetheless, it might be the
case that mental states are at least computational states and mental processes are
computationalprocessesoperatingover the formalstructureof these mental states. This,
in fact, seems to me the position taken by a fairlylarge numberof people.
I am not sayingthat the view is fully clear, but the idea is somethinglike this: At
some level of descriptionbrainprocessesare syntactical;there are so to speak, "sentences
in the head". These need not be sentences in English or Chinese, but perhapsin the
"Languageof Thought"(Fodor, 1975). Now, like any sentences, they have a syntactical
structure and a semanticsor meaning, and the problemof syntax can be separatedfrom
the problemof semantics. The problemof semantics is: How do these sentences in the
head get their meanings? But that question can be discussed independently of the
question:How does the brainwork in processingthese sentences? A typicalanswerto that
latter question is: The brain works as a digital computer performingcomputational
operationsover the syntacticalstructureof sentences in the head.
Just to keep the terminologystraight,I call the view that all there is to having a mind
is having a program,Strong Al, the view that brainprocesses(and mental processes)can
be simulatedcomputationally,Weak AI, and the view that the brainis a digitalcomputer,
Cognitivism.
This paperis about Cognitivism,and I had better say at the beginningwhat motivates
it. If you readbooks about the brain(sayShepherd(1983) or Kufflerand Nicholls (1976))
you get a certain pictureof what is going on in the brain. If you then turn to books about
computation (say Boolos and Jeffrey,1989) you get a pictureof the logical structureof the
theory of computation. If you then turn to books about cognitive science, (say Pylyshyn,
1985) they tell you that what the brain books describeis really the same as what the
computabilitybooks were describing. Philosophicallyspeaking,this does not smell right to
me and I have learned,at least at the beginningof an investigation,to follow my sense of
smell.
II. The Primal Story
I want to begin the discussionby tryingto state as stronglyas I can why Cognitivism
has seemed intuitivelyappealing. There is a story about the relationof human intelligence
to computationthat goes back at least to Turing'sclassic paper (1950), and I believe it is
the foundationof the Cognitivistview. I will call it the PrimalStory:
We beginwith two resultsin mathematicallogic, the Church-Turingthesis (sometimes
called Church'sthesis) and Turing'stheorem. For our purposes,the Church-Turing
thesis states that for any algorithmthere is some Turingmachine that can implement
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that algorithm. Turing'stheoremsays that there is a UniversalTuringMachinewhich
can simulate any Turing Machine. Now if we put these two together we have the
result that a UniversalTuring Machine can implementany algorithmwhatever.
But now, what made this result so exciting? What made it send shivers up and down the
spines of a whole generationof young workersin artificial intelligence is the following
thought: Suppose the brainis a UniversalTuring Machine.
Well, are there any good reasonsfor supposingthe brainmight be a UniversalTuring
Machine? Let us continue with the PrimalStory.
It is clear that at least some human mental abilitiesare algorithmic. For example, I
can consciouslydo long divisionby going throughthe steps of an algorithmfor solving
long divisionproblems. It is furthermorea consequenceof the Church-Turingthesis
and Turing'stheorem that anythinga human can do algorithmicallycan be done on
a UniversalTuringMachine. I can implement,for example, the very same algorithm
that I use for long division on a digital computer. In such a case, as describedby
Turing (1950), both I, the human computer, and the mechanical computer are
implementingthe same algorithm;I am doing it consciously,the mechanicalcomputer
nonconsciously. Now it seems reasonableto supposethere might also be a whole lot
of mental processesgoingon in my brainnonconsciouslywhich are also computational.
And if so, we could find out how the brainworks by simulatingthese very processes
on a digitalcomputer. Just as we got a computersimulationof the processesfor doing
long division,so we could get a computersimulationof the processesfor understanding
language,visual perception,categorization,etc.
"Butwhat about semantics? After all, programsare purelysyntactical." Here another set
of logico-mathematicalresults comes into play in the PrimalStory.
The development of proof theory showed that within certain well known limits the
semantic relations between propositionscan be entirely mirroredby the syntactic
relations between the sentences that express those propositions. Now suppose that
mental contents in the head are expressedsyntacticallyin the head, then all we would
need to account for mental processeswould be computationalprocessesbetween the
syntactical elements in the head. If we get the proof theory right the semanticswill
take care of itself; and that is what computersdo: they implement the proof theory.
We thus have a well definedresearchprogram.We try to discoverthe programsbeing
implementedin the brain by programmingcomputersto implement the same programs.
We do this in turn by getting the mechanicalcomputerto match the performanceof the
human computer (i.e. to pass the TuringTest) and then getting the psychologiststo look
for evidence that the internal processesare the same in the two types of computer.
Now in what follows I would like the readerto keep this PrimalStory in mind--notice
especiallyTuring'scontrast between the conscious implementationof the programby the
human computerand the nonconsciousimplementationof programs,whether by the brain
or by the mechanical computer;notice furthermorethe idea that we might just discover
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programsrunning in nature, the very same programsthat we put into our mechanical
computers.
If one looks at the booksand articlessupportingCognitivismone findscertaincommon
assumptions,often unstated, but nonethelesspervasive. First,it is often assumedthat the
only alternative to the view that the brainis a digitalcomputeris some form of dualism.
The idea is that unlessyou believe in the existence of immortalCartesiansouls, you must
believe that the brain is a computer. Indeed, it often seems to be assumed that the
question whether the brain is a physical mechanismdeterminingour mental states and
whether the brainis a digitalcomputerare the same question. Rhetoricallyspeaking,the
idea is to bully the readerinto thinking that unless he accepts the idea that the brain is
some kind of computer,he is committedto some weirdantiscientificviews. Recently the
field has opened up a bit to allow that the brain might not be an old fashioned von
Neumann style digitalcomputer,but rathera moresophisticatedkind of parallelprocessing
computationalequipment. Still, to deny that the brain is computationalis to risk losing
your membershipin the scientific community.
Second,it is also assumedthat the questionwhetherbrainprocessesare computational
is just a plain empiricalquestion. It is to be settled by factual investigationin the same
way that such questions as whether the heart is a pump or whether green leaves do
photosynthesiswere settled as matters of fact. There is no room for logic chopping or
conceptual analysis,since we are talking about matters of hard scientific fact. Indeed I
think many people who work in this field would doubt that the title of this paperposes an
appropriatephilosophicquestion at all. "Isthe brainreally a digitalcomputer?"is no more
a philosophicalquestion than "Isthe neurotransmitterat neuro-muscularjunctions really
acetylcholene?"
Even peoplewho are unsympatheticto Cognitivism,such as Penroseand Dreyfus,seem
to treat it as a straightforwardfactual issue. They do not seem to be worriedabout the
question what sort of claim it might be that they are doubting. But I am puzzledby the
question:What sort of fact about the braincould constitute its being a computer?
Third, another stylistic feature of this literature is the haste and sometimes even
carelessnesswith which the foundationalquestionsare glossedover. What exactly are the
anatomicaland physiologicalfeaturesof brainsthat are being discussed? What exactly is
a digitalcomputer? And how are the answersto these two questionssupposedto connect?
The usual procedurein these books and articles is to make a few remarksabout 0's and
l's, give a popularsummaryof the Church-Turingthesis, and then get on with the more
exciting thingssuch as computerachievementsand failures. To my surprisein readingthis
literatureI have found that there seems to be a peculiarphilosophicalhiatus. On the one
hand, we have a very elegant set of mathematicalresults rangingfrom Turing'stheorem
to Church'sthesis to recursivefunction theory. On the other hand, we have an impressive
set of electronic devices which we use every day. Since we have such advanced
mathematics and such good electronics,we assume that somehow somebodymust have
done the basic philosophicalwork of connecting the mathematicsto the electronics. But
as far as I can tell that is not the case. On the contrary,we are in a peculiarsituation
where there is little theoretical agreement among the practitionerson such absolutely
fundamentalquestionsas, What exactly is a digitalcomputer? What exactly is a symbol?
What exactly is a computationalprocess? Underwhat physicalconditionsexactly are two
systems implementingthe same program?
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The Definition of Computation

Since there is no universalagreementon the fundamentalquestions,I believe it is best
to go back to the sources, back to the originaldefinitionsgiven by Alan Turing.
Accordingto Turing, a Turingmachine can carryout certain elementaryoperations:
It can rewritea 0 on its tape as a 1, it can rewritea 1 on its tape as a 0, it can shift the
tape 1 squareto the left, or it can shift the tape 1 squareto the right. It is controlled by
a programof instructionand each instructionspecifies a condition and an action to be
carriedout if the condition is satisfied.
That is the standarddefinitionof computation,but, taken literally,it is at least a bit
misleading. If you open up your home computeryou are most unlikely to find any O'sand
l's or even a tape. But this does not really matter for the definition. To find out if an
object is reallya digitalcomputer,it turnsout that we do not actually have to look for O's
and l's, etc.; ratherwe just have to look for something that we could treatas or countas
or couldbe usedto function as O'sand l's. Furthermore,to make the matter more puzzling,
it turnsout that this machinecould be made out of just about anything. As Johnson-Laird
says, "Itcould be made out of cogs and levers like an old fashionedmechanicalcalculator;
it could be made out of a hydraulicsystem throughwhich water flows;it could be made
out of transistorsetched into a silicon chip throughwhich an electrical current flows. It
could even be carriedout by the brain. Each of these machines uses a differentmedium
to representbinarysymbols..the positionsof cogs, the presence or absence of water, the
level of the voltage and perhapsnerve impulses"(ohnson Laird,1988, p. 39).
Similarremarksare made by most of the peoplewho write on this topic. For example,
Ned Block (Block, 1990), shows how we can have electrical gates where the l's and O's
are assignedto voltage levels of 4 volts and 7 volts respectively. So we might think that
we should go and look for voltage levels. But Block tells us that 1 is only "conventionally"
assignedto a certain voltage level. The situationgrowsmore puzzlingwhen he informsus
furtherthat we did not need to use electricityat all but we could have used an elaborate
system of cats and mice and cheese and make our gates in such a way that the cat will
strain at the leash and pull open a gate which we can also treat as if it were an 0 or 1.
The point, as Block is anxious to insist, is "the irrelevanceof hardwarerealization to
computationaldescription. These gates work in differentways but they are nonetheless
computationallyequivalent"(p. 260). In the same vein, Pylyshynsays that a computational sequence could be realizedby "agroupof pigeonstrainedto peck as a Turing machine!"
(Pylyshn, 1985, p. 57)
But now if we are tryingto take seriouslythe idea that the brainis a digitalcomputer,
we get the uncomfortableresultthat we could make a systemthat does just what the brain
does out of pretty much anything. Computationallyspeaking,on this view, you can make
a "brain"that functionsjust like yoursand mine out of cats and mice and cheese or levers
or water pipes or pigeonsor anythingelse providedthe two systems are, in Block'ssense,
"computationallyequivalent". You would just need an awful lot of cats, or pigeons or
waterpipes,or whateverit might be. The proponentsof Cognitivismreportthis resultwith
sheer and unconcealeddelight. But I think they ought to be worriedabout it, and I am
going to try to show that it is just the tip of a whole icebergof problems.
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IV. First Difficulty: Syntax is not Intrinsic to Physics

Why are the defendersof computationalismnot worriedby the implicationsof multiple
realizability?The answer is that they think it is typical of functional accounts that the
same function admits of multiple realizations. In this respect, computers are just like
carburetorsand thermostats. Just as carburetorscan be made of brass or steel, so
computerscan be made of an indefiniterange of hardwarematerials.
But there is a difference:The classes of carburetorsand thermostatsare defined in
terms of the productionof certain physicaleffects. That is why, for example, nobodysays
you can make carburetorsout of pigeons. But the class of computers is defined
syntactically in terms of the assignmentof O's and l's. The multiple realizabilityis a
consequence not of the fact that the same physicaleffect can be achieved in different
physicalsubstances,but that the relevant propertiesare purelysyntactical. The physicsis
irrelevant except insofar as it admits of the assignmentsof O's and l's and of state
transitionsbetween them.
But this has two consequenceswhich might be disastrous:
1. The same principle that implies multiple realizabilitywould seem to imply
universal realizability. If computation is defined in terms of the assignmentof
syntax then everythingwould be a digitalcomputer,because any object whatever
could have syntactical ascriptionsmade to it. You could describe anything in
terms of 0's and l's.
2.

Worse yet, syntax is not intrinsic to physics. The ascription of syntactical
propertiesis alwaysrelative to an agent or observerwho treats certain physical
phenomenaas syntactical.

Now why exactly would these consequencesbe disastrous?
Well, we wanted to know how the brain works, specificallyhow it producesmental
phenomena. And it would not answerthat question to be told that the brain is a digital
computerin the sense in which stomach, liver, heart,solarsystem, and the state of Kansas
are all digitalcomputers. The model we had was that we might discoversome fact about
the operationof the brainwhich would show that it is a computer. We wanted to know
if there was not some sense in which brainswere intrinsicallydigital computers in a way
that green leaves intrinsicallyperformphotosynthesisor hearts intrinsicallypump blood.
It is not a matter of us arbitrarilyor "conventionally"
assigningthe word "pump"to hearts
of the matter. And what we were
fact
is
an
actual
to
There
leaves.
or "photosynthesis"
about
brains that would make them
matter
of
the
fact
a
that
in
"Is
there
way
asking is,
to
be
that
answer
not
It
does
told, yes, brains are digital
question
digital computers?"
is
a
because
digital computer.
everything
computers
On the standardtextbook definitionof computation,
1. For any object there is some descriptionof that object such that under that
descriptionthe object is a digital computer.
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For any programthere is some sufficientlycomplexobject such that there is some
descriptionof the object underwhich it is implementingthe program. Thus for
example the wall behind my back is right now implementing the Wordstar
program, because there is some pattern of molecule movements which is
isomorphicwith the formalstructureof Wordstar. But if the wall is implementing
Wordstarthen if it is a big enough wall it is implementingany program,including
any programimplementedin the brain.

I think the main reason that the proponentsdo not see that multiple or universal
realizabilityis a problemis that they do not see it as a consequence of a much deeper
point, namely that the "syntax"is not the name of a physicalfeature,like mass or gravity.
On the contrarythey talk of "syntacticalengines"and even "semanticengines"as if such
talk were like that of gasolineenginesor diesel engines,as if it could be just a plain matter
of fact that the brainor anythingelse is a syntacticalengine.
I think it is probablypossibleto block the result of universalrealizabilityby tightening
our
definitionof computation. Certainlywe ought to respectthe fact that programmers
up
and engineersregardit as a quirkof Turing'soriginaldefinitionsand not as a real feature
of computation. Unpublishedworks by Brian Smith, Vinod Goel, and John Batali all
suggest that a more realisticdefinitionof computationwill emphasizesuch featuresas the
causal relations among program states, programmabilityand controllability of the
mechanism, and situatedness in the real world. But these further restrictionson the
definition of computation are no help in the present discussionbecause the really deep
problemis that syntax is essentiallyan observerrelativenotion. The multiple realizability
of computationallyequivalentprocessesin differentphysicalmediawas not just a sign that
the processeswere abstract,but that they were not intrinsic to the system at all. They
dependedon an interpretationfromoutside. We were lookingfor some facts of the matter
which would make brain processescomputational;but given the way we have defined
computation, there never could be any such facts of the matter. We can't, on the one
hand, say that anything is a digital computer if we can assign a syntax to it and then
suppose there is a factual question intrinsic to its physical operation whether or not a
natural system such as the brainis a digitalcomputer.
And if the word "syntax"seems puzzling,the same point can be stated without it.
That is, someone might claim that the notions of "syntax"and "symbols"
are just a manner
of speaking and that what we are really interested in is the existence of systems with
discrete physicalphenomenaand state transitionsbetween them. On this view we don't
really need 0's and I's; they are just a convenient shorthand. But, I believe, this move is
no help. A physical state of a system is a computational state only relative to the
assignmentto that state of some computationalrole, function,or interpretation.The same
problemarises without 0's and l's because notions such as computation, algorithmand
programdo not name intrinsicphysicalfeaturesof systems. Computationalstates are not
discoveredwithinthe physics,they are assignedto the physics.
This is a differentargumentfromthe ChineseRoom Argumentand I should have seen
it ten yearsago but I did not. The Chinese Room Argumentshowed that semanticsis not
intrinsic to syntax. I am now making the separateand differentpoint that syntax is not
intrinsicto physics. For the purposesof the originalargumentI was simplyassumingthat
the syntacticalcharacterizationof the computerwas unproblematic.But that is a mistake.
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There is no way you could discover that something is intrinsicallya digital computer
because the characterizationof it as a digital computeris always relative to an observer
who assignsa syntacticalinterpretationto the purely physicalfeaturesof the system. As
applied to the Languageof Thought hypothesis,this has the consequence that the thesis
is incoherent. There is no way you could discoverthat there are, intrinsically,unknown
sentences in your head becausesomethingis a sentence only relativeto some agent or user
who uses it as a sentence. As applied to the computational model generally, the
characterizationof a processas computationalis a characterizationof a physicalsystem
from outside; and the identificationof the processas computationaldoes not identify an
intrinsic feature of the physics,it is essentiallyan observerrelative characterization.
This point has to be understoodprecisely. I am not sayingthere are a priorilimits on
the patternswe could discoverin nature. We could no doubt discovera patternof events
in my brain that was isomorphic to the implementation of the vi program on this
computer. But to say that something is functioningas a computationalprocess is to say
something more than that a pattern of physical events is occurring. It requires the
assignment of a computational interpretationby some agent. Analogously, we might
discover in nature objects which had the same sort of shape as chairs and which could
therefore be used as chairs; but we could not discover objects in nature which were
functioningas chairs, except relative to some agents who regardedthem or used them as
chairs.
V. Second Difficulty: The Homunculus Fallacy
is Endemic to Cognitivism
So far, we seem to have arrivedat a problem. Syntax is not part of physics. This has
the consequence that if computationis defined syntacticallythen nothing is intrinsically
a digital computersolely in virtue of its physicalproperties. Is there any way out of this
problem? Yes, there is, and it is a way standardlytaken in cognitive science, but it is out
of the fryingpan and into the fire. Most of the works I have seen in the computational
theory of the mind commit some variationon the homunculus fallacy. The idea always
is to treat the brain as if there were some agent inside it using it to compute with. A
typical case is David Marr (1982) who describesthe task of vision as proceedingfrom a
two-dimensionalvisual array on the retina to a three-dimensionaldescription of the
external world as output of the visual system. The difficulty is: Who is reading the
description? Indeed,it looks throughoutMarr'sbook, and in other standardworkson the
subject, as if we have to invoke a homunculus inside the system in order to treat its
operationsas genuinelycomputational.
Many writersfeel that the homunculusfallacy is not really a problem,because, with
Dennett (1978), they feel that the homunculuscan be "discharged".The idea is this:Since
the computationaloperationsof the computercan be analyzedinto progressivelysimpler
units, until eventually we reach simple flip-flop,"yes-no","1-0"patterns,it seems that the
higher-level homunculi can be dischargedwith progressivelystupider homunculi, until
finallywe reach the bottom level of a simpleflip-flopthat involves no real homunculusat
all. The idea, in short, is that recursivedecompositionwill eliminate the homunculi.
It took me a long time to figure out what these people were driving at, so in case
someone else is similarlypuzzledI will explain an example in detail:Suppose that we have
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a computerthat multipliessix times eight to get forty-eight. Now we ask "Howdoes it do
it?" Well, the answermight be that it adds six to itself seven times. [3] But if you ask
"Howdoes it add six to itself seven times?",the answermight be that, first, it converts all
of the numeralsinto binarynotation,and second,it appliesa simplealgorithmfor operating
on binarynotation until finally we reach the bottom level at which the only instructions
are of the form, "Print a zero, erase a one." So, for example, at the top level our
intelligent homunculus says "I know how to multiply six times eight to get forty-eight".
But at the next lower-level he is replacedby a stupiderhomunculus who says "I do not
actually know how to do multiplication,but I can do addition." Below him are some
stupiderones who say 'We do not actuallyknow how to do additionor multiplication,but
we know how to convert decimal to binary."Below these are stupiderones who say "We
do not know anything about any of this stuff, but we know how to operate on binary
symbols." At the bottom level are a whole bunch of homunculiwho just say "Zeroone,
zero one". All of the higher levels reduce to this bottom level. Only the bottom level
really exists; the top levels are all just as-if.
Variousauthors(e.g. Haugeland(1981), Block (1990)) describethis featurewhen they
say that the system is a syntacticalengine drivinga semantic engine. But we still must
face the question we had before:What facts intrinsicto the system make it syntactical?
What facts about the bottom level or any other level make these operationsinto zerosand
ones? Withouta homunculusthatstandsoutsidethe recursivedecomposition,
we do not even
have a syntaxto operatewith. The attempt to eliminate the homunculus fallacy through
recursive decompositionfails, because the only way to get the syntax intrinsic to the
physicsis to put a homunculusin the physics.
There is a fascinatingfeature to all of this. Cognitivistscheerfullyconcede that the
higherlevels of computation,e.g. "multiply6 times 8"are observerrelative;there is nothing
really there that correspondsdirectly to multiplication; it is all in the eye of the
homunculus/beholder. But they want to stop this concession at the lower levels. The
electronic circuit, they admit, does not really multiply 6X8 as such, but it really does
manipulate0's and l's and these manipulations,so to speak,add up to multiplication. But
to concede that the higherlevels of computationare not intrinsicto the physicsis already
to concede that the lower levels are not intrinsiceither. So the homunculusfallacy is still
with us.
For real computersof the kind you buy in the store, there is no homunculusproblem,
each user is the homunculus in question. But if we are to suppose that the brain is a
digital computer, we are still faced with the question "And who is the user?" Typical
homunculusquestionsin cognitivescience are such as the following:"Howdoes the visual
system compute shape from shading;how does it compute object distance from size of
retinalimage?"A parallelquestionwould be, "Howdo nails compute the distance they are
to travel in the boardfrom the impactof the hammerand the densityof the wood?" And
the answeris the same in both sorts of case: If we are talkingabout how the system works
intrinsicallyneither nails nor visual systemscompute anything. We as outside homunculi
might describe them computationally,and it is often useful to do so. But you do not
understandhammeringby supposingthat nails are somehow intrinsicallyimplementing
hammering algorithms and you do not understandvision by supposing the system is
implementing,e.g., the shape from shadingalgorithm.
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VI. Third Difficulty: Syntax Has No Causal Powers

Certain sorts of explanations in the natural sciences specify mechanisms which
function causally in the productionof the phenomenato be explained. This is especially
common in the biologicalsciences. Think of the germ theory of disease, the account of
photosynthesis,the DNA theory of inherited traits, and even the Darwinian theory of
natural selection. In each case a causal mechanismis specified, and in each case the
specificationgives an explanationof the output of the mechanism. Now if you go back
and look at the PrimalStory it seems clear that this is the sort of explanationpromisedby
Cognitivism. The mechanismsby which brain processesproducecognition are supposed
to be computational,and by specifyingthe programswe will have specified the causes of
cognition. One beauty of this researchprogram,often remarked,is that we do not need
to know the details of brain functioningin order to explain cognition. Brain processes
provideonly the hardwareimplementationof the cognitiveprograms,but the programlevel
is where the real cognitiveexplanationsare given. On the standardaccount, as stated by
Newell for example, there are three levels of explanation, hardware, program, and
intentionality (Newell calls this last level, the knowledge level), and the special
contributionof cognitive science is made at the programlevel.
But if what I have said so far is correct,then there is somethingfishy about this whole
project. I used to believe that as a causal account the cognitivist'stheory was at least
false; but I now am having difficultyformulatinga version of it that is coherent even to
the point where it could be an empiricalthesis at all. The thesis is that there is a whole
lot of symbols being manipulatedin the brain, 0's and l's flashing through the brain at
lightning speed and invisible not only to the naked eye but even to the most powerful
electron microscope,and it is these which cause cognition. But the difficultyis that the
O'sand l's as such have no causal powersat all because they do not even exist except in
the eyes of the beholder. The implementedprogramhas no causal powersother than those
of the implementingmedium because the programhas no real existence, no ontology,
beyond that of the implementingmedium. Physicallyspeakingthere is no such thing as
a separate "programlevel".
You can see this if you go back to the Primal Story and remind yourself of the
differencebetween the mechanicalcomputerand Turing'shuman computer. In Turing's
human computerthere reallyis a programlevel intrinsicto the systemand it is functioning
causallyat that level to convert input to output. This is because the human is consciously
following the rules for doing a certain computation, and this causally explains his
performance. But when we programthe mechanical computer to perform the same
computation, the assignmentof a computationalinterpretationis now relative to us, the
outside homunculi. And there is no longera level of intentionalcausationintrinsicto the
system. The human computer is consciously following rules, and this fact explains his
behavior, but the mechanical computer is not literally following any rules at all. It is
designed to behave exactly as if it were followingrules, and so for practical,commercial
purposesit does not matter. Now Cognitivismtells us that the brain functions like the
commercial computer and this causes cognition. But without a homunculus, both
commercialcomputerand brainhave only patternsand the patternshave no causal powers
in additionto those of the implementingmedia. So it seems there is no way Cognitivism
couldgive a causal account of cognition.
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However there is a puzzle for my view. Anyone who works with computers even
casually knows that we often do in fact give causal explanations that appeal to the
program. For example, we can say that when I hit this key I got such and such results
because the machine is implementingthe vi programand not the emacs program;and this
looks like an ordinarycausal explanation. So the puzzle is, how do we reconcile the fact
that syntax, as such, has no causal powers with the fact that we do give causal
explanations that appeal to programs? And, more pressingly,would these sorts of
explanationsprovidean appropriatemodel for Cognitivism,will they rescue Cognitivism?
Could we for examplerescue the analogywith thermostatsby pointingout that just as the
notion "thermostat"figuresin causal explanationsindependentlyof any reference to the
physicsof its implementation,so the notion "program",
might be explanatorywhile equally
independentof the physics.
To explore this puzzle let us try to make the case for Cognitivismby extending the
PrimalStory to show how the Cognitivistinvestigativeprocedureswork in actual research
practice. The idea, typically,is to programa commercialcomputer so that it simulates
some cognitive capacity,such as vision or language. Then, if we get a good simulation,one
that gives us at least Turing equivalence, we hypothesize that the brain computer is
runningthe same programas the commercialcomputer,and to test the hypothesiswe look
for indirect psychologicalevidence, such as reaction times. So it seems that we can
causally explain the behaviorof the braincomputerby citing the programin exactly the
same sense in which we can explain the behaviorof the commercialcomputer. Now what
is wrongwith that? Doesn't it soundlike a perfectlylegitimatescientificresearchprogram?
We know that the commercialcomputer'sconversionof input to output is explained by
a program,and in the brain we discover the same program,hence we have a causal
explanation.
Two things ought to worryus immediatelyabout this project. First,we would never
accept this mode of explanationfor any functionof the brainwherewe actually understood
how it workedat the neurobiologicallevel. Second, we would not accept it for other sorts
of system that we can simulatecomputationally. To illustratethe firstpoint, considerfor
example, the famous account of "Whatthe Frog'sEye Tells the Frog'sBrain"(Lettvin, et
al. 1959 in McCulloch, 1965). The account is given entirelyin termsof the anatomyand
physiologyof the frog'snervous system. A typical passage,chosen at random,goes like
this:
1. SustainedContrast Detectors
An unmyelinatedaxon of this groupdoes not respondwhen the general illumination
is turned on or off. If the sharpedge of an object either lighter or darkerthan the
backgroundmoves into its field and stops, it discharges promptly and continues
discharging,no matter what the shape of the edge or whether the object is smalleror
largerthan the receptive field. (p. 239).
I have never heardanyone say that all this is just the hardwareimplementation,and
that they should have figuredout which programthe frog was implementing. I do not
doubt that you could do a computer simulation of the frog's "bugdetectors". Perhaps
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someone has done it. But we all know that once you understandhow the frog'svisual
system actually works, the "computationallevel" is just irrelevant.
To illustrate the second point, considersimulationsof other sorts of systems. I am,
for example, typing these words on a machine that simulates the behavior of an old
fashioned mechanical typewriter.[4] As simulationsgo, the word processingprogram
simulates a typewriterbetter than any Al programI know of simulates the brain. But no
sane person thinks: "At long last we understand how typewriters work, they are
implementationsof word processingprograms."It is simply not the case in general that
computationalsimulationsprovidecausal explanationsof the phenomena simulated.
So what is going on? We do not in general suppose that computationalsimulations
of brain processesgive us any explanationsin place of or in addition to neurobiological
accounts of how the brain actually works. And we do not in general take "X is a
computational simulation of Y" to name a symmetricalrelation. That is, we do not
suppose that because the computer simulates a typewriterthat therefore the typewriter
simulates a computer. We do not suppose that because a weather programsimulates a
hurricane,that the causal explanationof the behaviorof the hurricaneis providedby the
program. So why should we make an exception to these principleswhere unknown brain
processes are concerned? Are there any good groundsfor making the exception? And
what kind of a causal explanationis an explanation that cites a formalprogram?
Here, I believe, is the solution to our puzzle. Once you remove the homunculusfrom
the system, you are left only with a patternof events to which someone from the outside
could attach a computationalinterpretation.Now the only sense in which the specification
of the pattern by itself providesa causal explanation is that if you know that a certain
patternexists in a systemyou know that some cause or other is responsiblefor the pattern.
So you can, for example, predict later stages from earlier stages. Furthermore,if you
alreadyknow that the system has been programmedby an outside homunculus, you can
give explanationsthat make referenceto the intentionalityof the homunculus. You can
say, e.g., this machine behaves the way it does because it is running vi. That is like
explainingthat this book beginswith a bit about happyfamiliesand does not contain any
long passagesabout a bunch of brothers,because it is Tolstoy's Anna Kareninaand not
Dostoevsky'sThe BrothersKaramazov.But you cannot explain a physicalsystem such as
a typewriteror a brain by identifyinga pattern which it shares with its computational
simulation,because the existence of the patterndoes not explain how the system actually
worksas a physicalsystem. In the case of cognition the patternis at much too high a level
of abstraction to explain such concrete mental (and therefore physical) events as the
occurrenceof a visual perceptionor the understandingof a sentence.
Now, I think it is obvious that we cannot explainhow typewritersand hurricaneswork
by pointing to formal patterns they share with their computationalsimulations. Why is
it not obvious in the case of the brain?
Here we come to the second part of our solution to the puzzle. In making the case
for Cognitivismwe were tacitlysupposingthat the brainmight be implementingalgorithms
for cognition, in the same sense that Turing's human computer and his mechanical
computer implementalgorithms. But it is preciselythat assumptionwhich we have seen
to be mistaken. To see this, ask yourself what happenswhen a system implements an
algorithm. In the human computer the system consciouslygoes through the steps of the
algorithm,so the processis both causal and logical;logical, because the algorithmprovides
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a set of rules for derivingthe output symbolsfrom the input symbols;causal, because the
agent is making a conscious effort to go through the steps. Similarlyin the case of the
mechanical computer, the whole system includes an outside homunculus, and with the
homunculus the system is both causal and logical; logical, because the homunculus
provides an interpretationto the processes of the machine; and causal, because the
hardwareof the machine causes it to go through the processes. But these conditions
cannot be met by the brute,blindnonconsciousneurophysiologicaloperationsof the brain.
In the braincomputer there is no conscious intentional implementationof the algorithm
as there is in the mechanicalcomputereither,becausethat requiresan outsidehomunculus
to attach a human computer,but therecan't be any nonconsciousimplementationas there
is in the computationalinterpretationto the physicalevents. The most we could find in
the brain is a pattern of events which is formallysimilarto the implementedprogramin
the mechanicalcomputer,but that pattern,as such, has no causal powersto call its own
and hence explains nothing.
In sum, the fact that the attributionof syntax identifiesno furthercausal powers is
fatal to the claim that programsprovidecausal explanationsof cognition. To explore the
consequencesof this, let us remindourselvesof what Cognitivistexplanationsactuallylook
like. Explanationssuch as Chomsky'saccount of the syntax of naturallanguagesor Marr's
account of vision proceedby stating a set of rules accordingto which a symbolicinput is
convertedinto a symbolicoutput. In Chomsky'scase, for example, a single input symbol,
S, is convertedinto any one of a potentiallyinfinite numberof sentences by the repeated
application of a set of syntactical rules. In Marr's case, representationsof a two
dimensionalvisual arrayare convertedinto three dimensional"descriptions"
of the world
in accordancewith certain algorithms. Marr'stripartitedistinctionsbetween the computational task, the algorithmicsolution of the task and the hardwareimplementationof the
algorithmhas (like Newell's distinctions)become famous as a statement of the general
pattern of the explanation.
If you take these explanationsnaively, as I do, it is best to think of them as saying
that it is just as if a man alone in a room were going througha set of steps of following
rules to generateEnglishsentences or 3D descriptions,as the case might be. But now, let
us ask what facts in the real world are supposedto correspondto these explanations as
appliedto the brain. In Chomsky'scase, for example, we are not supposedto think that
the agent consciously goes through a set of repeated applicationsof rules; nor are we
supposed to think that he is unconsciouslythinking his way through the set of rules.
Rather the rules are "computational"
and the brainis carryingout the computations. But
what does that mean? Well, we are supposedto think that it is just like a commercial
computer. The sort of thing that correspondsto the ascriptionof the same set of rules to
a commercialcomputeris supposedto correspondto the ascriptionof those rules to the
brain. But we have seen that in the commercialcomputerthe ascriptionis alwaysobserver
relative, the ascription is made relative to a homunculus who assigns computational
interpretationsto the hardwarestates. Without the homunculusthere is no computation,
just an electronic circuit. So how do we get computation into the brain without a
homunculus? As far as I know, neitherChomskynor Marrever addressedthe question or
even thought there was such a question. But without a homunculus there is no
explanatory power to the postulation of the programstates. There is just a physical
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mechanism, the brain,with its various real physical and physical/mentalcausal levels of
description.
VII. Fourth Difficulty: The Brain Does
Not Do Information Processing
In this section I turn finally to what I think is, in some ways, the central issue in all
of this, the issue of information processing. Many people in the "cognitive science"
scientific paradigmwill feel that much of my discussionis simply irrelevantand they will
argue against it as follows:
There is a differencebetween the brainand all of these other systemsyou have been
describing,and this differenceexplainswhy a computationalsimulationin the case of
the other systems is a mere simulation,whereasin the case of the brain a computational simulation is actually duplicating and not merely modeling the functional
propertiesof the brain. The reasonis that the brain,unlike these other systems,is an
informationprocessingsystem. And this fact about the brain is, in your words,
"intrinsic". It is just a fact about biology that the brain functions to process
information,and since we can also process the same informationcomputationally,
computational models of brain processes have a different role altogether from
computationalmodelsof, for example,the weather. So there is a well definedresearch
question:"Arethe computationalproceduresby which the brainprocessesinformation
the same as the proceduresby which computersprocessthe same information?
What I just imagined an opponent saying embodies one of the worst mistakes in
cognitivescience. The mistakeis to supposethat in the sense in which computersare used
to process information,brains also process information. To see that that is a mistake,
contrast what goes on in the computerwith what goes on in the brain. In the case of the
computer, an outside agent encodes some informationin a form that can be processedby
the circuitryof the computer. That is, he or she providesa syntactical realizationof the
informationthat the computer can implement in, for example, different voltage levels.
The computer then goes through a series of electrical stages that the outside agent can
interpretboth syntacticallyand semanticallyeven though, of course, the hardwarehas no
intrinsicsyntax or semantics:It is all in the eye of the beholder. And the physicsdoes not
matter providedonly that you can get it to implementthe algorithm. Finally, an output
is producedin the formof physicalphenomenawhich an observercan interpretas symbols
with a syntax and a semantics.
But now contrast that with the brain. In the case of the brain,none of the relevant
neurobiologicalprocessesare observerrelative (though of course, like anything, they can
be describedfrom an observerrelativepoint of view) and the specificityof the neurophysiology matters desperately. To make this differenceclear, let us go through an example.
Suppose I see a car coming towardme. A standardcomputationalmodel of vision will
take in informationabout the visual arrayon my retina and eventually print out the
sentence, "Thereis a car coming towardme". But that is not what happensin the actual
biology. In the biologya concrete and specific seriesof electro-chemicalreactionsare set
up by the assault of the photons on the photo receptorcells of my retina, and this entire
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processeventually resultsin a concretevisual experience. The biologicalrealityis not that
of a bunch of wordsor symbolsbeing producedby the visual system, rather it is a matter
of a concrete specific conscious visual event; this very visual experience. Now, that
concrete visual event is as specific and as concrete as a hurricaneor the digestion of a
meal. We can, with the computer,do an informationprocessingmodel of that event or
of its production,as we can do an informationprocessingmodel of the weather, digestion
or any other phenomenon, but the phenomena themselves are not thereby information
processingsystems.
In short, the sense of informationprocessingthat is used in cognitive science, is at
much too high a level of abstractionto capture the concrete biologicalreality of intrinsic
in the brainis alwaysspecificto some modalityor other.
intentionality. The "information"
It is specific to thought, or vision, or hearing, or touch, for example. The level of
informationprocessingwhich is describedin the cognitive science computationalmodels
of cognition, on the other hand, is simply a matter of getting a set of symbols as output
in responseto a set of symbolsas input.
We are blinded to this differenceby the fact that the same sentence, "I see a car
coming towardme", can be used to recordboth the visual intentionalityand the output
of the computationalmodel of vision. But this should not obscure from us the fact that
the visual experienceis a concrete event and is producedin the brainby specificelectrochemical biologicalprocesses. To confuse these events and processeswith formalsymbol
manipulationis to confuse the reality with the model. The upshot of this part of the
discussionis that in the sense of "information"
used in cognitive science, it is simply false
to say that the brain is an informationprocessingdevice.
VI. Summary of the Argument
This brief argumenthas a simple logical structureand I will lay it out:
1. On the standardtextbookdefinition,computationis definedsyntacticallyin terms
of symbol manipulation.
2.

But syntax and symbols are not defined in terms of physics. Though symbol
tokens are alwaysphysicaltokens, "symbol"and "samesymbol"are not definedin
terms of physicalfeatures. Syntax, in short, is not intrinsicto physics.

3.

This has the consequence that computationis not discoveredin the physics,it is
assignedto it. Certain physicalphenomenaare assignedor used or programmed
or interpretedsyntactically. Syntax and symbolsare observerrelative.

4.

It follows that you could not discoverthat the brain or anything else was
intrinsically a digital computer, although you could assign a computational
interpretationto it as you could to anythingelse. The point is not that the claim
"The brainis a digital computer"is false. Rather it does not get up to the level
of falsehood. It does not have a clear sense. You will have misunderstoodmy
account if you think that I am arguingthat it is simply false that the brain is a
digitalcomputer. The question "Isthe braina digitalcomputer?"Is as ill defined
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as the questions "Isit an abacus?","Isit a book?","Isit a set of symbols?","Isit
a set of mathematicalformulae?"
5.

Some physicalsystemsfacilitate the computationaluse much better than others.
That is why we build, program,and use them. In such cases we are the
homunculusin the systeminterpretingthe physicsin both syntactic and semantic
terms.

6.

But the causal explanationswe then give do not cite causal propertiesdifferent
fromthe physicsof the implementationand the intentionalityof the homunculus.

7.

The standard,though tacit, way out of this is to commit the homunculusfallacy.
The homunculus fallacy is endemic to computationalmodels of cognition and
cannot be removedby the standardrecursivedecompositionarguments. They are
addressedto a differentquestion.

8.

We cannot avoid the foregoing results by supposing that the brain is doing
"informationprocessing". The brain, as far as its intrinsic operations are
concerned,does no informationprocessing. It is a specificbiologicalorganand its
specific neurobiologicalprocessescause specific forms of intentionality. In the
brain,intrinsically,there are neurobiologicalprocessesand sometimesthey cause
consciousness. But that is the end of the story. [5]
Footnotes

[1] For earlierexplorationssee Searle (1980) and Searle (1984).
[2] This view is announced and defended in a large number of books and articles
many of which appearto have more or less the same title, e.g. Computersand Thought
(Feigenbaumand Feldman,eds. 1963), Computersand Thought(Sharpleset al, 1988), The
and Cognition(Pylyshyn,1985),
Computerand theMind (ohnson-Laird,1988), Computation
"The Computer Model of the Mind" (Block, 1990, forthcoming), and of course,
"ComputingMachineryand Intelligence"(Turing, 1950).
[3] People sometimessay that it would have to add six to itself eighttimes. But that
is bad arithmetic. Six added to itself eight times is fifty-four,because six added to itself
zero times is still six. It is amazinghow often this mistake is made.
[4] The example was suggestedby John Batali.
[5] I am indebtedto a remarkablylargenumberof people for discussionsof the issues
in this paper. I cannot thank them all, but special thanks are due to John Batali, Vinod
Goel, Ivan Havel, KirkLudwig,DagmarSearle and Klaus Strelau.
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